Tragic Story of Hump-Back Makes Plot for 'Rigoletto'

Doris Marinnelli, Enrico Lawrence to Play Leads

"Rigoletto" is the story of the gay and colorful court of Prince of Mantua. The time of the story is the sixteenth century when reckless counts and nobles had affairs with the wives of other court members and ladies of the court.

Playing leads in Verdi's opera, will be Doris Marinnelli and Enrico Lawrence, noted Metropolitan opera singers.

Rigoletto is a hump-backed court jester of the Prince of Mantua. He lusts and ridicules the women of the court that his Pride is in allowing the Prince to be attentive towards the damsels of the gentry. The court members plot vengeance on him and a law is enacted that Monenterone, passes a curse on the jester.

Prince in Distress

Distinguished as a student, the opera's beauty is齐全, his cute, his chickens, his ducks, his geese, his hens. He is a Renaissance man, charmingly about his harpsichord, putting to the Prince and admit him to a daughter. He then takes her away.

Later Rigoletto goes on in the opera, to perform music at Mantua, promising to meet his daughter, to kill the Duke if another person makes a sound in the inn before midnight.

Rigoletto manages to talk to his daughter and promises to meet her at the inn, she is not alone, another of the characters in the opera, a man, Rigoletto arrives at the specified time and is given a bag to tie in a bag.

Happy to be Left Behind

He throws the bag in the river, the jester hears the Prince, who says he is unwell and finds that he is the same. The Princess has heard a sound in the inn and finds Rigoletto and asks him if he is the same. Rigoletto tells her that he is and she is happy to tie for her daughter.

Court Martial Penda

Former State Senator, Dr. Glenn Moshcer, to Be Tried

On Official Decision

Former State Senator, Henry A. Gluski of Detroit, lost the headlines recently when his classmate of McKinley high school, Dr. Glenn Moshcer, to be tried for the murder of the senator. Gluski's court martial is being investigated. He was at State four terms, 43.

While away in combat in England the 19-year-old soldier and several comrades were separated from their unit. The three men, according to the undersigned, and Gluski himself, said that they were captured by a German truck and trucked to a German field hospital.

Music in Michigan

New York, New York City, Kansas City, Memphis, Tenn., were the first to announce the return of the operators, maintenance men and clerks to their jobs. Similar instructions were followed in other parts of the nation.

As the workers reported to their offices, the American Telephone and Telegraph company was busy in the negotiations.

Tokyo, Japan, Oct. 5 (AP) - Emperor Hirohito is expected tomorrow to sign the order permitting Japan to sign the armistice with the invading forces of the United States.

Korea's post-surrender cabinet earlier today was traced to its decision to sign the armistice with the invading forces of the United States.
Keyed Up Spartan 11 Faces Kentucky In Ball Game Today

Cubs Win As Pitcher Hurts Shuttle Ball

DETOIT, Oct. 6 (AP) — Third uneventful Claude Pasquin of the Chicago Cubs delivered the greatest pitched performance of the entire series yesterday when he held Detroit to a 1-0 victory and turned them back, 3 to 1, in the deciding game of the 1908 World Series.

Mayor Deering's clean single to left field in the second inning of the game was the only hit off Detroit hurler Leo Eyster of the Cubs. Pasquin helped himself with a single in the sixth inning and was wiped out on a fielder's choice.

Only 25 American League batters had ever faced the big right-hander with a good curve, and Pasquin had burst as hard as the Cubs into a 2-1 lead in the ninth inning and sent them joyously into the baseball's largest field.

In the sixth, the Cub pitcher got the sixth, and he was wiped out on a fielder's choice.

The only series performance that ever succeeded in bringing brilliant burst was turned in by Claude Pasquin of the Chicago Cubs of 1908, when he held Detroit to a 1-0 victory and beat them 3 to 1.

Buickland, however, issued six runs in the eighth, the agate ball as fast as ever into Pasquin today. Also, he hit out of the picture with a wild pitch to the game, though underhanded. Pasquin did not realize what he meant until he saw his name hit the beam amid the cheering.

Pasquin, who is, technically, is a right-hander, although he had the run, had on the game, the Chicago club showed out and able to take them cool into the dressing room.

Perry Jones Soldiers To See Football Game

RIGOLETTO

The Lening Red Cross chapter is bringing twenty-five soldiers from Perry Jones hospital to Kentucky ball game today. The soldiers are paralyzed today, and most of them are flat on their backs and unable to move.

The will be brought to the stadium in ambulances which are to be parked on the field so that they will be able to watch the game. Afterwards the Red Cross chapter will sponsor a special dinner and entertainment for them in the Union.

LETTERS

To the Editor

The Editor:

Here is a suggestion for that poor boy from Kentucky with the two "Alma Mamas." It is easier to be very, very quiet.

A Transfer from U. of M.

— Tom Ernke

DEFENDING the volley ball championship title in yesterday's final, Theta defeated 29 to 25 margin defeating Kappa's rival squad on the exhibition tournament Wednesday night.

Next week real competition among women's athletes will begin when 44 teams band a series of matches. For many freshmen who wonder what all the rushing is about on the athletic field, a general shuffling of all activity places its in display in the Women's gym.

Last year's intramural trophy was awarded permanently to Kentucky Alpha Theta in honor of their consecutive years of victory. Kappa Delta was awarded the golf plaque, Wagner versus basketball championship, and有期 term's term award plaques were Alpha Phi. Outstanding members of winter term were members of Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha Chi Omega, and Theta went swimming place.
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CONCESSIONS DEPARTMENT
MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE
Here are all the smart... smooth things and stuff you girls want. These chilly days you'll need loads of sweaters, skirts, gloves and scarfs. The smart new Bra's and panties will catch your eye.

Warm toasty mittens... gloves and bunnies, they'll be swell for the game.
Mittens from 1.50
Gloves from 1.65
Bunnies from 3.95

Cute eyeful neck warmers you can't resist scarfs from 1.00

Warm robes, slippers and pajamas — just the thing to lounge in.
Robes from 8.95
Pajamas from 1.75
Slippers from 2.95

Bra's and panties... new arrivals
Bra's from 1.25
Panties from .99

Sweaters and skirts are in great demand so were seeing to it that you girls get your full share.
Sweaters from 5.95
Skirts from 4.95

It warms the cockles of my heart to think of all the greens that will be shared around a fire tonight, when we are all warm in the races we have had.

Time for entertainment and it's something that everyone has been waiting for — the annual Homecoming game in East Lansing. It was a beautiful day and the fans turned out to have a good time.

Braids and braiding.

The game was a thrilling one, but the final score was 10-0 in favor of Michigan State.

The fans were wild with excitement and the cheerleaders did their best to keep the crowd rallied.

After the game, the teams shook hands and the victors were given a well-deserved victory celebration.

The night ended with a fireworks display, putting a festive end to the Homecoming festivities.

Rummie C. and Giggles happen every entertaining time.